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WHY WE’RE HERE...

In October 2020 Gartner for Marketers published the results of its survey of 415
marketing leaders and analytics practitioners, revealing the leading reasons why
analytics are not utilized in crucial marketing decisions. Here are some of the top
reasons:

Ø Poor data quality
Ø Inactionable results
Ø Nebulous recommendations

Moreover, the study found out that 46% of the marketing decisions are not
influenced by the analytics.
So almost half of the marketing decisions are based on intuition, rather
than insight. In 2020. When even the videos we watch, playlists we listen to and
dates we go on are based on analytics to some degree.
It’s unbearable.
And that’s why we’re here – we’re going to not only fix one or two, but ALL of the
challenges mentioned in the Gartner’s study, with Marketing Effectiveness
Analysis - 2020 edition!
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Marketing Effectiveness Analysis in 2020 –
What’s new?

Statistical models used by marketers to measure the effectiveness of their
advertising spend have been around in various forms since the 1960s. The
natural selection has favored regression analysis above other lifeforms, and not
least because it’s somewhat easily grasped and implemented regardless of the
company size or marketing environment.
Sevin:
Marketing Productivity
Analysis

Kotler:
Marketing Effectiveness
Appraisal

Kotler et al:
Marketing Audits

1965

Kaplan & Norton:
Balanced Scorecards

Rossi et al:
Bayesian statistics
and marketing

Bayesian Marketing
Effectiveness modeling,
supercharged by AI

1990

Analysis of
productivity and
profitability

Non-financial measures added to
marketing effectiveness analysis;
Progress towards multidimensional
Marketing Effectiveness measures

2020
The importance of
input measures is
recognized

Bayesian methods
become widespread in
marketing literature

AI & Machine Learning
utilized in Marketing
Effectiveness Analysis

But as time goes by, older versions become obsolete and new, more effective
ways of modeling gain foothold. Here’s some of the cool features you’re missing
out if you haven’t updated your analytics game lately:

Individual media channel ROI – Instead of comparing media type
effectiveness (e.g. TV vs. Print), you get to see how much sales and
margin each media investment is driving
Super accurate & reliable results – The latest modeling technology picks
up e.g. adstock, spillover & long-term effects while isolating the impacts of
promotion uplift & base sales, providing realistic & reliable insights
Continuous updates – Moving from project-based modeling to automated
analyses is like using a navigator instead of a paper map – It ensures you’re
always on the right track!
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But why haven’t we been able to do this before?
When looking back at the evolution of Marketing Effectiveness Analysis, we
can see that there has always been some sort of scarcity hindering the
progress. In the early days of Marketing Mix Modeling, it was the
computational capabilites that defined the scope and modeling power.
Today, it’s the ever-expanding role of marketing that puts limits to what a
marketer has or hasn’t time to master.
Spoiler alert: You shouldn’t waste your valuable time for trying to become a
master in data science. It takes years even from the most skilled individuals.
That’s why we have marketing scientists nowadays.
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Okay, so how to get started then?!

First of all, get stakeholder buy-in! As in all important project that’ll take the
company’s performance on a new level, you need everyone on board. In contrast to
traditional Marketing Mix Modeling, we’re not optimizing only the marketing
effectiveness – we’re shooting for that total commercial optimization.
Because when the modeling is done right, it’s benefits stretch far beyond the
marketing department (oh hey Sales and Finance, we’re talking about you), so they
should be involved from the start. Here’s who you should get involved and why:

Chief Marketing Officer
Wants to know how to
optimize the media mix for
each campaign

Chief Commercial
Officer

Chief Financial
Officer

Interested in maximizing
company’s sales & profit
by finding out the best
promotions

Will be finally relieved
to know how much the
ROIs for marketing
investments

Category Managers

Head of Analytics

Interested in learning
what roles different
product categories play
in campaigns

Wants to get a large
amount of modeling done
reliably & efficiently
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I got everyone onboard! What about the data?
Marketing Effectiveness Analysis is like baking a cake – you can mess up really
bad if you don’t have the right ingredients. Here’s the recipe for success:

Step 1: Sales Data
Minimum
Weekly
Total
Category-Brand
2 years

Time Frequency
Location
Product
Time Range

Decent
Daily
Store chain or city
SKU
> 2 years

Superior
Minute
Store
SKU
> 3 years

Where do you get this data: Obtainable from your company’s ERP, Data warehouse or CRM.

Step 2: Media Investments & Itemization

Example channels

Offline media
data

Online media
data

O w n media

Trade m a r k e ti ng
(FCMG/CPG s e c tor)

TV, print, radio,
OOH

Google, Instagram,
Online display and
video

Email, sms,
newsletter

Retailer campaigns,
store placement

Google/Facebook
(through API)

Internal marketing
department

Internal reporting
system

Impressions, clicks

Number of people
reached (distribution)

Floor priority,
number of stores

Data source

Media agency (e.g. a
cloud-based system)

Media metrics

TRP, GRP, OTS,
gross spend

I t em / c a m pa ign

Media Group 1

Media Group 2

Media

Media m e t r i c

Invest m e n t

Brand A

TV

Co m m e rcial
channels

Channel 3

TRP

xx €

Product B-G

Social Media

Facebook

Facebook
Display

Impressions,
clicks

xx €

Own media

Newsletter

Reach

Reach

Family Matters –
brand campaign

Brand newsletter

Where do you get this data: The answer depends on the amount of media channels and whether you’re
cooperating with a media agency. As a rule of thumb:
·
Online media data can be pulled with APIs
·
Offline media data comes from media agency. If you’re not using an agency, the media seller should be able
aaa to provide the metrics or you already have them in in-houses systems or Excels
·
Own media and trade marketing data metrics come from internal systems
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Step 3: External Data Sources
The third dataset is actually an optional one. But it’s also kind of necessary to
have. You see, it’s the secret ingredient in Marketing Effectiveness Analysis. Like
in all masterpieces, your model needs something that makes the other
ingredients pop.
The trick is, nobody else knows better than you what this secret ingredient
might be: It’s something that characterizes your industry, something that affects
the demand, the customers, and the impact marketing has on both of these.
Here’s some of the previous seasons’ fan favourites:
Data
type

Where you could get
it

Why it
matters

Weather data

Open weather data services

Weather affects mood,
holiday planning and p retty
much everything

Business KPIs
(Traffic, NPS, …)

Google Analytics, Data
warehouse, management
presentation

The business KPIs are there
for a reason. Might be
worthwhile t o include them
t o the model

Macroeconomics

Government
statistics

Increase in shopping power
and overall consumption
m i g h t explain g ro w t h in sales

Demographics

Government
statistics

Changes in the demographics
could mean your target
audiences are
growing/diminishing

Co m p eti to r prices
& campaigns

Internal
b enchma rking /m o n i toring

The price comparison m i g ht
be high within your industry.
Aggressive campaigning will
show in your results as well

Co m p eti to r media
investments

Kantar TNS

Higher or lower media activity
on the comp etitor side m i g ht
explain w hy your media ROI is
in m o ti o n

How many external data sources do I need? Once again, none is required, but a few may enhance the
modeling results’ accuracy and reliability. Remember that modesty is a virtue, and too many variables
will cause the model to overfit. For example, if your model already implements yearly seasonality (e.g.
ice cream sales on Summer), one needs to be smart about using the weather as an explanatory
variable.
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Measuring individual media channel’s sales uplift
One of the biggest fallacies regarding Marketing Effectiveness is that it’s practically
impossible to know individual (offline) media investment’s ROI. But it is very much
possible. Here’s how:

How to isolate individual media channel’s sales / profit uplift:
Ø You need sales and marketing data from at least past 2-3 years
Ø The data needs to be as granular as possible. Item-location-day level
sales data and media metrics + media items in marketing data are
the bare minimum
Ø Analyzing single campaigns, quarters or even years without wider
dataset leads to inaccurate results. If you want good results, you
need to feed the model a lot of data
Ø Continuous analysis = continuous development. Marketing Mix
Modeling projects are a thing of the past, with many flaws and
heavy price tag on them
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Measuring individual media
channel’s sales uplift

Step 1: Collect sales and marketing
data into a time-series
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Why promotions are included in marketing investments?
Promotions are also in a way investments to enhance sales momentarily. For
retailers, this bar represents the given discounts/price reductions, whereas in
CPG/FMCG sector it’s the trade marketing investments you pay to the
retailer to have your products in promotion.
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Measuring individual media
channel’s sales uplift

Step 2: Isolate base, promotion uplift
and media impact
Incremental sales
from media

Incremental sales
from promotions
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How to isolate base, promotion & media uplifts?
As we have data from a longer period of time (minimum 2-3 years), the
model can compare similar time periods during which the product wasn’t in
any promotion, when it was in promotion but not advertised in any media,
and time periods when the product was in promotion AND advertised in one
or more media channels.
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Measuring individual media
channel’s sales uplift

Step 3: Quantify each medium’s sales
effect
Incremental sales split
further into each medium
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How to quantify individual medium’s sales effect?
This is possible due to the following:
1.
2.
3.

Sales data includes at least product category/brand level sales on weekly level
Media data shows what items have been advertised, in which media and when
As the timing and itemization of each media channel differs at least on some
degree (you never have exactly the same items in each media, during exactly same
time period), regression analysis can attribute sales to each media channel
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Bonus step (or step 4): Bayesian hierarchical models
The biggest difference betweeen advanced Marketing Effectiveness Analysis (e.g.
Sellforte’s continuous marketing & promotion effectiveness tool) and the older
models is the accuracy & reliability of the results. Any kind of modeling can
produce estimates on marketing effectiveness, but what you want is results you
can trust and that actually make sense to you.
In a nutshell (and extremely simplified), utilizing the Bayesian hierachical models
enables us to include prior beliefs (past experiences and business intuition) about
specific media’s ROI. This means that we can define for example that TV’s ROI is
somewhere between 2.5 and 6, which provides ”guidelines” for the algorithm
about where it should look for the answers.

To learn more about Bayesian hierarchical models, see this and this

Bayesian hierachical models are a great way to intergrate the human expertise into
the power of machine learning and AI. Neither works optimally by themselves, but
by combining them companies can develop substantial competitive edge.
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Is this really worth it?
Like with all things in life, it depends. Are you looking to learn something new, test
new things and over time, improve the effectiveness of your marketing
investments? Or are you just fine with things as they are?
As Gartner’s survey shows, most of us aren’t fine with the current state of
marketing data and analytics, and yet fail to make any changes. For some, it’s the
lack of analytical capabilities to utilize the ever-growing amount of data. For others,
it’s the uncertainty of leaving the comfort zone and breaking the status quo.
But it is worth all the sacrifices. On average, Sellforte has helped its customers
to reach a profit uplift of 30% of the yearly media spend, already during the
first year of collaboration. In relation to total number of clients, Sellforte has
the most customer case studies with concrete business impact and client
testimonial in them, which sends a strong message about the value of
accurate, actionable & affordable Marketing Mix Modeling.

”The results we get in our daily lives,
looking at my campaign people for
example, that’s where you see it;
they’re happier in their work and
they’re more effective in their work.”
Annika Lundström, Head of Category and
Sourcing, Musti Group

“Together with Sellforte we’ve finally been
able to quantify the value our marketing
investments. The initial results allowed us
to optimize short- and long-term media
budget allocation to drive profitable
organic growth of our brands.”
Elena Degtyareva, Global Media & E-commerce
Director, Cloetta

“I can recommend Sellforte for any
marketer or marketing executive
who wants to improve their
advertising”
Sami Särkelä, Digital & Marketing Director,
Gigantti
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Getting a headstart
Sellforte AI-powered commercial optimization software shows precisely how
marketing campaigns and promotions are performing, providing the accurate,
continuous updated insights needed to adjust, improve and forecast market
strategy in near real-time.
Analyzing tens of millions of rows of receipt and media spend data, the algorithms
quantify online and offline sales and margin outcomes. Results are exceptionally
granular and readily accessible through a unique interactive web-UI.

Try it out yourself today!
ü Get a free 30 day trial version with simulated data to test the
solution yourself
ü Gain access to Sellforte Learning Hub to discover more
ways to use the software on strategic & tactical levels
ü Ask more about the customization possibilities from
Sellforte’s team

Request a demo
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